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ABSTRACT 

JAMES BEIMESCH 

AN EXPLORATION OF MATHEMATICAL PROOFS 

AUGUST 2016 

The purpose of this thesis is to teach methods of proving statements in 

mathematics. We will be dissecting proven statements and examining the 

individual steps to gain a greater understanding on how to prove statements. 

Mathematical literature such as books, textbooks, and lecture notes will be used 

as our major sources of information.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION:  PROSPECTUS 

In America, many schools in elementary education, secondary education, 

and at the university level do not teach how to prove different statements. 

Additionally, some students in the field of mathematics are not required to take 

any course that teaches how to prove statements. This can severely limit the 

understanding of concepts in mathematical content as well as limit mathematical 

imagination. These students could be put into a position in which they have to 

take courses that require them to prove statements. However, if a student had 

not been taught and hence not learned the basics of proofs before this point, they 

will have faced a wall that would be detrimental in the progression of their 

education.  

 This graduate work will explore proofs that cover various topics such as:  

symbolic logic, number theory, matrices, and geometry. We will not necessarily 

be focusing on proving statements in the thesis, but on how the proofs were 

delivered and explained to the readers. As the goal of this study is to not just be 

giving proofs to other students, but to explain how we arrived there and what 

tools can be used for future proofs and mathematical content.  
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In Chapter 1, we will be looking at proofs of statements that use symbolic 

logic. The most commonly used statement in any mathematics course, ``if – 

then” will be discussed. We will be giving the definition of terms and the all-

important proof-writing background. We will be getting acquainted with the logical 

structures of the statements and then use these statements to prove arguments. 

This chapter will include basic symbolic logic proofs including: direct proofs, 

proofs using an axiomatic system, and quantifiers.   

In the next chapter we will be proving statements that involve number 

theory. The necessary information for proving statements involving number 

theory will be given as we will need to know about the elements of the real 

number system. Statements to be proven will include proof methods such as: 

direct proofs, proofs by induction, contradiction, and contraposition. 

In Chapter 3, matrices will be introduced with the basic information 

necessary to be able to mathematically manipulate their individual elements. This 

chapter will involve very basic proofs that will serve as a foundation to further the 

study of matrices. Proofs by the direct method will be the main focus of this 

chapter. 

In Chapter 4, the basic information necessary to be able to prove 

geometric statements will be given. This chapter will focus mainly on the direct 

method of proving to prove statements involving geometry. 
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We can think of proofs as puzzles, you just have to make the pieces fit in 

the right places and gain enough intuition to connect them. Over time, some 

students develop a fondness for proofs and the hope of this study is to impart 

that fondness on to you.  
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CHAPTER II 

SYMBOLIC LOGIC 

Introduction to Symbolic Logic 

In chapter I, we will be dissecting previously proven statements using truth 

tables, an axiomatic system, by using quantifiers, and by contraposition. The 

focus will be on showing that statements are logically equivalent which is 

denoted by the symbol ≡. Some knowledge of symbolic logic must be known to 

understand the basics of what a proof can contain. In chapter 1 for instance, we 

will be using simple statements denoted by P, Q, and R that form a proposition. A 

proposition is a sentence that has exactly one truth value. It is either true, which 

we will be denoting by T, or false, which will be denoted by F (Smith, Page 1). 

One such proposition could be there exists an x	ε	Z	such that x	 	2	 	6 when x	 	

4. It has a truth value so it is a proposition, but if we didn’t have x	 	4, then it 

would have no truth value and would not be a proposition. 

We will also be looking at conditional statements. One such conditional 

statement could be, “If it is raining, then the sky is cloudy.” In symbolic logic this 

would be of the form PQ which reads, “P implies Q.” Our first statement, “P”,	or 

antecedent would be, “it’s raining.” Our second statement, “Q”,	or consequent 

would be, “the sky is cloudy”. There will also be situations where our statements 
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will be negated. Negations are represented by the symbol ~. If our statement 

reads, “it’s raining”, our negation would be “it’s not raining.”  If our statement 

reads, “it’s cloudy,” then the negation would be “it’s not cloudy.” The conjunction 

of P and Q is denoted by P˄Q. The conjunction of P and Q is true exactly when 

both P and Q are true (Smith, Page 2). The disjunction of P and Q is denoted by 

P˅Q. The disjunction of P and Q is true exactly when at least one of P or Q is true 

(Smith, Page 3). When multiple statements are connected by conjunctions or 

disjunctions they form what are called compound statements. 

We will also be looking at statements using quantifiers. The symbol  is 

called the existential quantifier. Quantifiers are sometimes used with what we call 

open sentences, P x . P x  works inside of a universe of objects which can be 

thought of as a domain.  The existential quantifier  and the open sentence P x  

work in tandem to create the sentence xP x . This is read, “there exists an x 

such that P x .” The sentence xP x 	is true if the truth set of P x  is nonempty 

(Smith, Page 19). A truth set is the collection of objects that makes an open 

sentence a true statement. Existential means that we just have to find one x that 

makes the open sentence true. 

Let’s use an example to put this into perspective. Let us say that the 

universe or domain is birds, where P x  represents the ability to fly. Using xP x , 

does there exist a bird such that it has the ability to fly? Yes, there are many 

birds that have the ability to fly. This means that the truth set of P x  is nonempty, 
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or the truth set is {eagle, sparrow, hawk, etc.}. The symbol  is the universal 

quantifier. Using the universal quantifier in tandem with our original P x , we get 

xP x . In order for the sentence xP x  to be true, the entire universe must be 

true (Smith Page 20). Do all birds have the ability to fly? No, chickens do not 

have the ability to fly. Since the truth set is not the entire universe of birds, then 

the sentence xP x  is not true. 

 

Proofs Using Truth Tables 

 We will start off this section by proving statements using truth tables. We 

will be proving statements that involve negations, conjunctions, and disjunctions.  

A sample truth table containing conjunctions and disjunctions for the statements 

of P and Q is given below (table 2.1). 

 

For any statements P	and Q, it follows that 
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Table 2.1 

A Truth Table Containing Conjunction and Disjunction of Statements P and Q. 

P	 Q	 P˄Q P˅Q 

T	 T	 T T

T	 F	 F T

F	 T	 F T

F	 F	 F F

 

We will be completing a truth table for each of the following proofs and then 

discuss the steps of the proof when necessary. 

 Let us begin with a very basic proof and then move to more difficult ones 

as we progress. Using a truth table, prove that for any two statements P and Q, 

P˅Q	≡	Q˅P. Our first step in the truth table would be to show the truth values for P 

and Q. As steps are needed, we work our way in the truth table to show that the 

left side of ≡	is logically equivalent as the right side of ≡. The truth table below 

(table 2.2) will represent our first proof using a truth table. 

 

For any statements P	and Q, it follows that 
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Table 2.2 

Proof That for Any Two statements P and Q, P˅Q	≡	Q˅P. 

P	 Q P˅Q Q˅P 

T	 T T T

T	 F T T

F	 T T T

F	 F F F

 

 As we can see above in table 2.2, the final two columns match. The 

compound statement P˅Q is now said to be logically equivalent to Q˅P. All of the 

proofs for truth tables will be of the same format. If for some reason our truth 

tables do not show that the statements are equivalent, there is an error in the 

table or the statements are not equivalent. Given that P˅Q	≡	Q˅P,	it goes to show 

that disjunctions are commutative. Since P˅Q has been proven to be logically 

equivalent to Q˅P, it will be known as theorem 1. If we attempted this with a 

conjunction, the results would be the same. Let us continue and attempt to prove 

some of the other laws. 

 Using a truth table, prove the associativity law, or P˅ Q˅R 	≡	 P˅Q ˅R.	Let 

us show all of the steps in the truth table so we can get a clearer picture of the 

transformation. In this situation we have three statements on each side instead of 
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two, but the rules of conjunctions and disjunctions still apply to all three 

statements. 

 

For any statements P, Q, and R, it follows that 

 

Table 2.3 

Proof of the Disjunction Associativity Law P˅ Q˅R 	≡	 P˅Q ˅R. 

P Q R Q˅R P˅ Q˅R  P˅Q P˅Q ˅R 

T	 T	 T T T T	 T

T	 F	 T T T T	 T

T	 T	 F T T T	 T

T	 F	 F F T T	 T

F	 F	 F F F F	 F

F	 F	 T T T F	 T

F	 T	 F T T T	 T

F	 T	 T T T T	 T
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As we can see in table 2.3, the truth values for the fifth and final column 

are the same. We can now say that P˅ Q˅R  and P˅Q ˅R are logically 

equivalent. This will now be known as theorem 2. Again, when attempted with 

conjunctions, the results would be the same. We have proven that disjunctions 

are associative. Let us finish proving statements using truth tables by proving 

that for any statements P and Q, it follows that ~ P˄Q  ≡ ~P˅~Q. 

 

For any statements P and Q, it follows that 

 

Table 2.4 

Proof That for Any Statements P and Q, It Follows That ~ P˄Q  ≡ ~P˅~Q. 

P	 Q	 ~P ~Q P˄Q ~ P˄Q 	 ~P˅~Q

T	 T	 F F T F	 F

T	 F	 F T F T	 T

F	 T	 T F F T	 T

F	 F	 T T F T	 T
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By the truth table above (table 2.4), ~ P˄Q  is logically equivalent to 

~P˅~Q. Let it be stated that ~ P˄Q  ≡ ~P˅~Q. This will be known as theorem 3. 

This is also is true for ~ P˅Q  ≡ ~P˄~Q. These two equivalences make up what 

are called De Morgan’s Laws. These laws will be used in our next section as well 

as the chapter on number theory. 

 

Proofs Using an Axiomatic System 

 In the previous section we proved various arguments in symbolic logic 

using truth tables. We are now going to use those arguments and other laws 

given to us to prove various theorems. You may state an axiom, assumption, or 

previously proved result at any time in any proof (Smith, Page 29). We could 

prove the theorems by using truth tables as we did in the previous sections, 

however, using previously gained knowledge to aid us in proving new statements 

and ideas is invaluable. 

 Axiom	1:		For	any	statement	P,	it	follows	that	P	≡	~~P	

	 Theorem	1:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	it	follows	that	P˅Q	≡	Q˅P	

	 Axiom	2:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	it	follows	that	P˄Q	≡	Q˄P	

	 Theorem	2:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	it	follows	that	P˅ Q˅R 	≡	 P˅Q ˅R	

	 Axiom	3:		For	any	statements	P,	Q,	and	R,	it	follows	that	P˄ Q˄R 	≡	 P˄Q ˄R	
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Axiom	4:		For	any	statements	P,	Q,	and	R,	it	follows	that	P˄ Q˅R 	≡	

P˄Q ˅ P˄R 	

Axiom	5:		For	any	statements	P,	Q,	and	R,	it	follows	that	P˅ Q˄R 	≡	

P˅Q ˄ P˅R 	

	 Theorem	3:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	it	follows	that	~ P˄Q 	≡	~P˅~Q	

	 Axiom	6:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	it	follows	that	~ P˅Q 	≡	~P˄~Q	

The proofs in this section will be completed by what is called the direct 

method. In the direct method we will proceed in a step by step fashion to 

mathematically manipulate the left side of the equivalence to become the right 

side of the equivalence. It is important to note that when proving statements we 

leave out any trivial steps that don’t contribute to the overall results. Let us prove 

directly that for P,	Q,	R, it follows that P˅Q ˄R	≡	 P˄R ˅ Q˄R .  

Prove:		 P˅Q ˄R	≡	 P˄R ˅ Q˄R ,	P,	Q,	R.	

Proof:	

1  	 P˅Q ˄R	

1.1  ≡	R˄ P˅Q 		 Axiom	2	 	

1.2  ≡	 R˄P ˅ R˄Q 		 Axiom	4	 	

1.3  ≡	 P˄R ˅ Q˄R 		 Axiom	2	 	

∴	 P˅Q ˄R	≡	 P˄R ˅ Q˄R 		 ∎	 	
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The basic formatting for a direct proof is as we’ve shown above. We show 

the steps on the left side and we show the reasoning behind the steps on the 

right side. Something to keep in mind is that this is not the only way to prove 

statements, but a general format to follow. The reason why we put an equivalent 

sign in (1.1) and (1.2) is to show the transformation that takes place with our 

expression as it becomes the solution we are aiming for. It must be shown every 

time our expression is transformed into an equivalent expression. Since P˅Q ˄R 

has been proven to be logically equivalent to P˄R ˅ Q˄R , it will be known as 

theorem 4. In 1.1 we can see that P˅Q ˄R	becomes R˄ P˅Q 	by axiom 2. It may 

be confusing since axiom 2 refers to P˄Q and not P˅Q ˄R. We can think of 

P˅Q  as a single proposition instead of two. Going from P˅Q ˄R to R˄ P˅Q 	

would be the same as going from P˄Q	to	Q˄P. 

We then use Axiom 4 which can be considered the distribution axiom for 

conjunctions. Axiom 2 is used again to obtain the order that we want inside each 

parenthesis. Since we have shown that P˅Q ˄R	≡	 P˄R ˅ Q˄R , we can now 

say, “Therefore (∴), P˅Q ˄R	≡	 P˄R ˅ Q˄R .” By the notation ∎, we have stated 

that the proof has been completed. Given that we have proven theorem 4, we 

may now use this in subsequent theorems if needed. That is, we don’t have to 

continue proving theorem 4, we can simply reference it in future proofs. 

 Prove for P,	Q,	R, it follows that P˄Q ˅R	≡	 P˅R ˄ Q˅R . 

Prove:		 P˄Q ˅R	≡	 P˅R ˄ Q˅R , P,	Q,	R.	
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Proof:	

2  P˄Q ˅R 

2.1  ≡	R˅ P˄Q 		 Theorem	1	 	

2.2  ≡	 R˅P ˄ R˅Q 		 Axiom	5	 	

2.3  ≡	 P˅R ˄ Q˅R 		 Theorem	1	 	

∴	 P˄Q ˅R	≡	 P˅R ˄ Q˅R .  ∎  

 Now that P˄Q ˅R	has been proven to be logically equivalent to 

P˅R ˄ Q˅R , it will be known as theorem 5. This theorem is very similar to 

theorem 4. Instead of using the distribution axiom for conjunctions, we used the 

distribution axiom for disjunctions. We used theorem 1 in the beginning of the 

proof as well as at the end to reorder the statements as needed.  

	 Axiom	7:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	it	follows	that	P˄ ~P˅Q 	≡	P˄Q.	

Now, continuing with the axiomatic approach, given Axiom 7, prove for P	and	Q, 

it follows that P˅ ~P˄Q  ≡ P˅Q. 

Prove:		P˅ ~P˄Q  ≡ P˅Q,	P	and	Q. 

Proof:	

3  	P˅ ~P˄Q  

3.1  ≡ ~~ P˅ ~P˄Q 		 Axiom	1	 	
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3.2  ≡ ~ ~P˄~ ~P˄Q 		 Axiom	6	 	

3.3  ≡ ~ ~P˄ P˅~Q 		 Theorem	3	 	

3.4  ≡ ~ ~P˄~Q 		 Axiom	7	 	

3.5  ≡ P˅Q		 Theorem	3	 	

∴	P˅ ~P˄Q  ≡ P˅Q.  ∎  

 Now that P˅ ~P˄Q 	has been proven to be logically equivalent to P˅Q, it 

will be known as theorem 6. While this proof seems a bit complicated, we used 

the same method as we did in the previous proof. In order for us to use Axiom 7, 

we need to change the conjunctions and disjunctions as they are the opposite of 

what we need them to be. We used Axiom 1 to give us the negation that we 

needed in order to use De Morgan’s Law (Axiom 6). This enabled us to switch 

the conjunctions and disjunctions. 

Keep in mind that the actual letters that represent the statements in axiom 

6 do not matter. We are looking at the positions of the statements in our 

compound statements when comparing them to the theorems and axioms as well 

as if something is being negated. For example, let us take the compound 

statement ~ ~Q˅R . Axiom 6 states that ~ P˅Q 	≡	~P˄~Q. We don’t have 

~ P˅Q , we have ~ ~Q˅R . Even though the letters that represent the 

statements aren’t the same and the negations are also different, we can still use 

Axiom 6. That is, ~ ~Q˅R 	≡ Q˄~R. 
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It needs to be pointed out that in step (3.4) there were many negations in 

our statements that don’t necessarily look like Axiom 7, but if you pay close 

attention to the negations with their respective statements, the expression was 

translated properly. In the end we used De Morgan’s Law again to obtain the 

needed results. 

In general proofs, the format is similar. An example is given below. 

Prove: statement, equation, or hypothesis 

Proof: 

Expression or equation 

= Step 1  Reason  

= Step 2  Reason  

= Step 3  Reason  

= Step …  Reason  

∴ Statement or Equation  ∎	“Proof is complete”  

 We will be following this general outline for the remaining proofs of this 

thesis. Keep in mind that the beginning, middle, and end of proofs are all equally 

important. Picture where we start in a proof, now think about where we must 

finish. Every step along the way must be methodically completed in order to drive 

us towards the required and correct end result. 
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Proofs Using Existential and Universal Quantifiers 

 In this section we will be analyzing previously proven statements involving 

existential quantifiers and universal quantifiers. An existential quantifier denoted 

by x, translates to:  there is, there are, or there exists. A universal quantifier 

denoted by x, translates to:  for all, for each, for every, or for any. 

 Quantifiers are combined with open sentences to create statements. An 

open sentence is denoted by P x  and in itself doesn’t have a truth value. What 

gives it its truth value is the x within the open sentence. Examples were given in 

the introduction to the chapter on symbolic logic and if clarification is needed, we 

can refer back to the introduction. 

 Quantifiers are not solely restricted to symbolic logic as they can be 

applied to different content areas. For example, in number theory we could say 

that there exists an x ε Z	such that x2 3x 2	 	0. We would have to find at least 

one x value that makes this statement true. However, in order to satisfy the 

purpose and direction of this chapter, we will be proving statements involving 

quantifiers using symbolic logic. We will be proving the statements by using the 

direct method. 

Axiom	8:		For	any	open	statements	P x 	and	Q x ,	it	follows	that	

x P x ˄Q x 	≡	x P x ˄x Q x . 
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Axiom	9:		For	any	open	statements	P x 	and	Q x ,	it	follows	that	

x P x ˅x Q x 	x P x ˅Q x .	

Axiom	10:		For	any	open	statements	P x ,	it	follows	that	~x P x 	≡	

x ~P x .	

Axiom	11:		For	any	statements	P	and	Q,	such	that	P	Q,	it	follows	that	~Q	

P.	

Axiom	12:		For	any	statements	P,	Q,	R,	and	S,	such	that	P	≡	Q,	Q		R,	R	≡	S,	it	

follows	that	P		S. 

 It is very important to point out some information now that we have been 

given 5 axioms to use while proving statements using quantifiers. With a universe 

specified, two open sentences P x  and Q x  are equivalent if they have the 

same truth set (Smith Page 19). That is, the same values for x make both P x  

and Q x  true. Also, two quantified sentences are equivalent in a given universe if 

they have the same truth value in that universe. Two quantified sentences are 

equivalent if they are equivalent in every universe (Smith Page 23). 

 If we look at axiom 9, the equivalence (≡) symbol has been replaced with 

an implication () symbol. Let us say that P		Q, which means that P implies Q. 

With one exception, we will use axiom 9 in the same way we have for the other 

axioms and theorems.  
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Prove that 	P x 	and Q x , it follows that x P x ˅Q x 	≡	

x P x ˅x Q x . 

Prove:		x P x ˅Q x 	≡	x P x ˅x Q x ,		P x 	and Q x .	

Proof:	

4  x P x ˅Q x 	

4.1  ≡	x ~~P x ˅~~Q x 		 Axiom	1	 	

4.2  ≡	x ~ ~P x ˄~Q x 		 Axiom	6	 	

4.3  ≡	~x ~P x ˄~Q x 		 Axiom	10	 	

4.4  ≡	~ x ~P x ˄x ~Q x 	 Axiom	8	 	

4.5  ≡	~x ~P x ˅~x ~Q x 		 Theorem	3	 	

4.6  ≡	x P x ˅x Q x 		 Axiom	10	 	

∴	x P x ˅Q x 	≡	x P x ˅x Q x .		 ∎	 	

 We have now proven that x P x ˅Q x 	≡	x P x ˅x Q x , which will 

now be known as theorem 4. It is important to note that all of the theorems and 

axioms continue to be valid unless otherwise stated. In step (4.1) we used axiom 

1 to give us much needed negations that would put us on the right path. In step 

(4.2) we used De Morgan’s Law to prepare us for axiom 10. The negations were 

used together with De Morgan’s Law to transform our disjunction to a 

conjunction. 
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 Axiom 10 lets us replace our existential quantifier with a universal 

quantifier. This was done in order to use axiom 8 to give us two quantifiers 

instead of 1. In the end we used axiom 10 again to bring us back to existential 

quantifiers and finish out the proof. We have basically proven axiom 9, except 

theorem 4 has existential quantifiers. 

 Prove for 	P x 	and Q x , it follows that x P x ˄Q x 		x P x ˄x	

Q x . 

Prove:		x P x ˄Q x 		x P x ˄x	 Q x ,		P x 	and Q x .	

Proof:	

5  	x P x ˄Q x 	

5.1  ≡	x ~~P x ˄~~Q x 		 Axiom	1	 	

5.2  ≡	x ~ ~P x ˅~Q x 		 Theorem	3	 	

5.3  ≡	x ~P x ˅~Q x 		 Axiom	10	 	

5.4  	x ~P x ˅x ~Q x 		 Axiom	9/Axiom	11	 	

5.5  ≡	x ~P x ˄~x ~Q x 		 Axiom	6	 	

5.6  ≡	x P x ˄x ~Q x 		 Axiom	10	 	

∴	x P x ˄Q x 		x P x ˄x	 Q x 	by	axiom	10.		 ∎	 	

Now that we have proven that x P x ˄Q x 		x P x ˄x	 Q x , it will 

now be known as theorem 5. Theorem 5 is the most intricate proof up to this 
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point. In step (5.1) we used axiom 1 to give us the much needed negations. With 

the negations in place, we transformed our conjunction to a disjunction using De 

Morgan’s Law in step (5.2). 

 In step (5.3) the existential quantifier is transformed to a universal 

quantifier. Step (5.4) is one of the most important and complicated steps. As we 

can see, 2 axioms were needed simultaneously in order for us to get our proof to 

what we need it to be. We don’t have an axiom or theorem that enables us to 

split up a universal quantifier with a disjunction. Axioms 9 and axiom 11 together 

give us this opportunity. 

 In step (5.5) we needed De Morgan’s Law again to transform our 

disjunction to a conjunction. In step (5.6) we used axiom 10 to change our 

universal quantifiers for existential quantifiers. Our therefore (∴) statement needs 

to be clarified further. Axiom 12 states that if	P	≡	Q,	Q		R,	R	≡	S,	it follows that	P	

	S.	In order to better relate this axiom to the purpose of our use, we are going to 

replace the P and Q statements with our steps. Axiom 12 states that if	(5)	≡	(5.3),	

(5.3)		(5.4),	(5.4)	≡	(5.6),	it follows that	(5)		(5.6).	This shows us how theorem 

5 comes together in the end. 

 Prove for 	P x 	it follows that ~x P x 	≡	x ~P x . 

Prove:		~x P x 	≡	x ~P x ,		P x .	
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Proof:	

6  	~x P x 	

6.1  ≡	~ ~x ~P x 		 Axiom	10	 	

6.2  ≡	x ~P x 		 Axiom	1	 	

∴	~x P x 	≡	x ~P x .		 ∎	 	

We have proven that ~x P x 	≡	x ~P x  and this will be further known 

as theorem 6. This proof was very straightforward and has one step that needs to 

be clarified. In step (6.1), we used axiom 10 to transform our existential quantifier 

into a universal quantifier and this gives us two negations. This is because we did 

not use our original negation in step (6) during the substitution of Axiom 10. We 

only substituted x P x 	for ~x ~P x . That is why there are two negations in 

(6.1). 

Let us finish this section with one more proof using quantifiers. Prove for 	

P x 	and Q x , it follows that ~ x P x ˄x Q x 		x ~P x ˅~Q x . 

Prove:		~ x P x ˄x Q x 		x ~P x ˅~Q x ,		P x 	and Q x .	

Proof:	

7  ~ x P x ˄x Q x 	

7.1  ≡	~x P x ˅~x Q x 		 Theorem	3	 	

7.2  ≡	x ~P x ˅x ~Q x 		 Theorem	6	 	
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7.3  	x ~P x ˅~Q x 		 Axiom	9	 	

∴	~ x P x ˄x Q x 		x ~P x ˅~Q x .		 ∎	 	

	 We have now proven that ~ x P x ˄x Q x 		x ~P x ˅~Q x  and 

this will now be known as theorem 7. In step (7.2) we used the previous theorem 

to transform our quantifiers and set us up for the final step. In step (7.3) we were 

able to transform the equivalence into an implication using axiom 9.  

In this chapter we have learned how to prove statements involving 

symbolic logic. We have proven statements using truth tables, an axiomatic 

system, and by using quantifiers. This will aid us in the following chapters and 

sections by giving a general process to prove statements. The use of quantifiers 

will also be used in the following chapters to identify elements in a universal set. 

We have now concluded this section as well as the chapter on symbolic logic. 
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CHAPTER III 

NUMBER THEORY 

Introduction to Number Theory 

In our second chapter, we will be dissecting previously proven statements 

involving number theory. We will be looking at proofs such as:  direct proofs, 

proofs by contradiction, proofs by contraposition, and proofs by induction.  In 

order for us to begin looking at proofs using number theory, there are a few 

concepts and bits of information that we must have before starting.  

We will be looking at proofs of statements that use real numbers (R), 

which include:  natural numbers (N), whole numbers (W), integers (Z), rational 

numbers (Q), and irrational numbers (I). Knowing what the square root of a 

number and how to square a number is also necessary. Remember, that to 

square a number means to multiply it by itself. To square root a number, you are 

looking for two identical numbers that when multiplied by each other will give you 

the square number. For example, 72	 	7	∙	7	 	49, and √36	 	√6 ∙ 6	  6. Some of 

the information in previous chapters will be refreshed and additional information 

will be provided on an as needed basis. 
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Direct Proofs 

Let us begin by completing one of the more basic proofs. Let us prove that 

when two even integers are multiplied, their product is also an even integer. We 

might say to ourselves, “How do I represent an even integer?” What do we know 

about all even integers? Every even integer is divisible by 2. Meaning, every 

even integer is the product of 2 and some other integer. From this point forward, 

we can represent all even integers by 2k, where k is a variable representing 

some arbitrary integer.  

Our equation should be 2k	∙	2m	 	2n. The reason we use m and n is 

because we don’t know if all the even numbers are the same. Since we are using 

two more variables it must also be pointed out that m and n are also elements of 

the set of integers, or m,	n	ε	Z. Moving forward, we are now going to show that 

the left side of the equation will become, or be equal to the right side of the 

equation. 

Prove:		Let	a	and	b	be	two	arbitrary	even	integers.	Then	the	product	of	a	and	b	is	

also	an	even	integer.	

Proof:	

8  a	∙	b	 	2k	∙	2m,	k,	m	ε	Z		 Definition	of	Even	Integers	

8.1  	2	∙	2	∙	k	∙	m																																				 Associative	Property	of	Multiplication	

8.2  	2 2km 		 	Common	Monomial	Factoring	
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8.3  	2n	for	some	n	 	2km																																																																													

∴	2k	∙	2m	 	2n	for	some	n	ε	Z.	 ∎	 	

The basic formatting for a proof is as we’ve shown above. The reason why 

we put an equal sign in (8.1) and (8.2) is to show the transformation that takes 

place with our expression as it becomes the solution we are aiming for. In (8.1), 

the reason why we didn’t multiply the two’s together is because the goal is to 

prove that we will get an even number. We have effectively shown that the 

product is 2 times some number 2km, or that it is also even. In (8.3), we let it be 

known that 2km is equal to n in order to properly complete the proof. Since we 

have shown that the product of two even numbers is even, we can now say, 

“Therefore ∴ , 2k ∙ 2m = 2n.”  

Table 3.1 

Proof That for Any Statements P and Q, It Follows That P→Q. 

P	 Q	 P→Q	

T	 T	 T	

T	 F	 F	

F	 T	 T	

F	 F	 T	
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 The truth table above (table 3.1) represents the truth values for P→Q. 

Where it is false when P is true and Q is false. Let us prove in the same fashion 

(directly) that the product of two odd integers is also odd. Again, we must ask 

ourselves, “how do I represent an odd integer?” When proving statements it is 

beneficial to build upon proofs previously completed. From our first proof, we 

know that every even integer can be represented by 2k, where k ε Z. So now, we 

should think about how we can compare even and odd integers. Let us make a 

small list of ordered numbers. 1,	2,	3,	4,	5,	…	.	By looking at this list, we can see 

that after every even integer lies an odd. This can be described as an even 

integer plus 1. We denote odd numbers as 2k	 	1, where k ε Z. 

Prove:		Let	c	and	d	be	two	arbitrary	odd	integers.	Then	the	product	of	c	and	d	is	also	

an	odd	integer.	

Proof:	

9  	c	∙	d	 	 2k	 	1 	∙	 2m	 	1 		 Definition	of	Odd	Integers	

9.1  	4km	 	2k	 	2m	 	1		 Multiplication	

9.2  	2 2km	 	k	 	m 	 	1	 Common	Monomial	Factoring	 	

9.3  	2n	 	1	for	some	n	 	2km	 	k	 	m	 	 	

∴	 2k	 	1 	∙	 2m	 	1 	 	2n 1  ∎  

In (9) we use the multiplication of binomials and get (9.1). In (9.2) we 

factored out a 2 so we got an even integer with 1 added on at the end of the 
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expression. The reason being, as stated above, is that we are trying to get an 

odd integer which is an even integer plus 1. We must not forget to write our equal 

signs to show how our expression is being transformed throughout the steps. We 

have successfully completed this proof. 

Using the same method let us prove that the square of an even integer is 

also an even integer. Where do we begin? Well, we know that an even integer 

can be represented by 2k. In this case, do we need to use different variables? 

The answer is no, because when you square a integer it is that number multiplied 

by itself. However, it is possible that the product may not be the same even 

integer. By this reasoning, it is necessary to use a different variable for the 

product. Let us begin our proof using the previous format. 

Prove:		Let	a	be	an	even	integer,	k	ε	Z,	 2k 2	 	2m,	for	some	m	ε	Z.	

Proof:	

10  a2	 	 2k 2		 Given/Definition	of	Even	Integers	

10.1  	2k	∙	2k		 Property	of	Squares	 	

10.2  	2	∙	2	∙	k	∙	k		 Associative	Property	of	Multiplication	 	

10.3  	2 2k2 		 Multiplication	 	

10.4  	2m		 for	some	m	ε	Z	 	

∴	 2k 2	 	2m  ∎  
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We are multiplying two even integers to verify if their product is also even. 

Thus, we have already demonstrated in a general way that the product of an 

even integer squared is also even. Why are we using all of these variables when 

just using numbers would be much easier? It would be simpler to just say that 22	

	4 for (10) instead of doing an entire proof. Why isn’t it proper to say 22	 	4, 

therefore, the product of an even number squared is also even? Does 22	 	4 

cover all integers? No, it does not and because it doesn’t, we need to use 

variables to represent all possibilities. Using variables will clearly tell us that it is 

either true or false for all cases. 

For our next proof we are going to prove that the sum of two odd integers 

is an even integer. Our equation should look like 2k	 	1 	 	 2m	 	1 	 	2n, where 

k, m, n ε Z. Again, we assign different variables because we do not know if all the 

integers are the same. 

Prove:		Let	p	and	q	be	arbitrary	odd	elements	of	the	set	of	integers.	k,	m	ε	Z,	p	 	q	

	 2k	 	1 	 	 2m	 	1 	 	2n,	for	some	n	ε	Z.	

Proof:	

11  p	 	q	 	 2k	 	1 	 	 2m	 	1 		

11.1  	2k	 	1	 	2m	 	1		 Associative	Property	of	Addition	 	

11.2  	2k	 	2m	 	2		 Additive	Property	of	Z	 	

11.3  	2 k	 	m	 	1 		 Common	Monomial	Factoring	 	
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11.4  	2n	for	some	n	ε	Z.		 Where	n	 	k	 	m	 	1	 	

∴	 2k	 	1 	 	 2m	 	1 	 	2n  ∎  

We have successfully proven that the sum of two odd integers is an even 

integer. In (11.1) we removed the parenthesis because of the Associate Property 

of Addition. This means that the parentheses are unnecessary and can be 

removed. Don’t forget that we are trying to prove that the sum is an even integer. 

That is why we factored out a 2 in (11.3). 

At this point, executing a proof comfortably with addition and multiplication 

should be coming naturally. We will begin proving statements with subtraction 

and division. Prove that any odd integer squared minus the same odd integer is 

an even integer. Let us try to find some counterexamples first before we attempt 

to prove the statement correct. 11	–	1	 	0,	32	–	3	 	6,	52	–	5	 	0…	. We have shown 

some examples that suggest that the statement is true. Let us begin our proof. 

Prove:		Let	c	be	an	odd	integer.	k	ε	Z.	c2	–	c	 	 2k	 	1 2	‐	 2k	 	1 	 	2m,	for	some	

m	ε	Z.	

Proof:	

12  c2	–	c	 	 2k	 	1 2	‐	 2k	 	1 		 Given/Definition	of	Odd	Integers	

12.1  	 2k	 	1 2k	 	1 	–	2k	–	1								 Multiplication	of	Polynomials	

12.2  	4k2	 	2k	 	2k	 	1	–	2k	–	1		 Multiplication	of	Polynomials	 	

12.3  	4k2	 	2k		 Simplifying	 	
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12.4  	2 2k2	 	k 		 Common	Monomial	Factoring	 	

12.5  	2m	for	some	m	ε	Z	 Where	m	 	2k2	 	k	 	

∴	 2k	 	1 2	‐	 2k	 	1 	 	2m	 ∎  

In step (12.1) we needed to expand the 2k	 	1 2 as well as distribute the 

negative in order to cancel out terms in a later step. In step (12.2) we distributed 

from (12.1), but we need to keep in mind that this will not always be a necessary 

or wanted step. The same goes for step (12.3) where we combined like terms 

from step (12.2). There will be proofs in the future where it will be necessary to 

expand certain terms. For example, in step (12.2) a proof could require that we 

expand the term 2k into 4k and ‐2k. While this may seem strange or different, it is 

another tool useful to proving. 

As we can see, basic proofs involving subtraction are very similar to basic 

proofs involving addition. At this point in the selection we are going to move 

forward to proofs involving division. Let a, b, and c	be real numbers. Prove that if 

a|b and b|c, then a|c. The symbol “|” means divides, meaning a is a factor of b 

and b is a factor of c. This tells us that a multiplied by some arbitrary number 

gives us b. The same goes for b and c.  

Prove:		 a,	b,	and	c	ε	R,	if a|b and	a	 	0,	and b|c, then 	k	ε	R	∍ a|c,	i.e.,	c	 	a	∙	k.	

Proof:	

13  a|b	and	a|c	≡	b	 	am	and	c	 	bn		 Given	
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13.1  c	 	am	∙	n	 Substitution	 	

13.2  c	 	a	∙	mn		≡	a|c	 Divisibility	 R 	

13.3  c	 	a	∙	k	≡	a|c	for	some	k	ε	R	 	 	

∴	a|c	 ∎  

In this proof we had to begin with a|b	and b|c, then show that a|c. In this 

situation, a|b can be interpreted as an equation such as am	 	b	for some m	ε	Z. In 

certain situations, information is given either directly or indirectly that must be 

used to prove a statement true. There was a line stating the given statements 

that would be used to arrive at the “then” clause. If the information that is given is 

not stated in the proof, some of the tactics or manipulations will be considered to 

be assumptions.  

 

Proofs by Contradiction 

Sometimes it can be difficult to prove something directly. An indirect 

method could possibly be much easier and simpler to use. Completing a proof by 

contradiction is an indirect method of proving that would be beneficial to have in 

our arsenal. In direct proofs involving number theory, we viewed the statements 

as P→Q. Again, this translates to if P, then Q. In proofs by contradiction there are 

a couple of ways to view the proofs depending on the situation.  
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The first situation we are going to look at is where you are given a single 

statement and asked to prove it by contradiction. We assume or suppose that P 

is false. Keep in mind that the belief that P is false is only temporary. We are 

doing this to attempt to find a contradictory statement in our proof that proves 

that ~P is false, therefore making “P→Q” true. 

Let us prove by contradiction that the √2 is irrational. Proof by 

contradiction would mean that we assume that the √2 is rational, i.e., √2 	 , 

where a, b ε Z and b	  0. Let it also be known that  is fully simplified. This is 

where we begin our proof. 

Prove	by	contradiction:		√2	is	irrational.	

Given:		a,	b	ε	Z	and	b	 	0	

Proof:	

14  √2	 	 		 b	  0	

14.1  2 	 		 Squaring	property	of	equality	 	

14.2  2b2	 	a2		 Multiplication	property	of	equality	 	

14.3  a2	is	even	since	it	has	2	as	a	factor.	

14.4  Since	a2	is	even,	a	must	be	even	by	 10 .	

14.5  Let	a	 	2k,	where	k	ε	Z	

14.6  2	 	 		 Substitution	into	 14.1 	 	
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14.7  2b2	 	2k	∙	2k		 Multiplication	Property	of	Equality	 	

14.8  b2	 	2k2	

14.9  b2	is	even	since	it	has	2	as	a	factor.	

14.10  Again,	since	b2	is	even,	b	must	be	even	by	 10 .	

14.11  Let	b	 	2m,	where	m	ε	Z.	

14.12  √2	 	 			 	 	 	 												Substitution	into	 14 	

14.13  We	have	found	a	contradiction.	In	the	beginning	we	stated	that	a	and	b	

are	fully	simplified	or	that		 	is	reduced.	However,	in	 14.12 	we	have	

found	that	they	do	have	a	common	factor.	This	is	a	contradiction	

∴	√2	is	irrational.		 ∎	 	

This proof has taken us many more steps to complete than the previous 

ones. Something to keep in mind is that we do not usually prove statements in 

one fell swoop. There are many proofs that will take a large amount of time to 

complete. When this happens, don’t become frustrated or impatient. Think of 

proofs as puzzles, eventually all of the pieces will fit. 

We began this proof with the assumption that the √2 was a rational 

number instead of the usual direct proof which would start by trying to prove the 

√2 irrational. It is vital when attempting to prove by contradiction that we fully 

negate the P statement. For example, if we wanted to prove that a2	 	a	–	1, a 

proof by contradiction would not just assume the inequality would be , but . 
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There will be cases where negating the P statement might become very 

troublesome. 

Notice in step (14.4) and step (14.5) that we have arrived at the 

conclusion that a is an even integer. Additionally in steps (14.9) and (14.10) we 

arrived at the conclusion that b is also even. These two facts may appear to be 

trivial while we are attempting to prove our statement, but become important at 

the end of our proof. Try to remember that even the smallest pieces of 

information or information that seems useless, could be the pieces that fit 

together to form the bigger picture. In step (14.13) we identified a contradiction. 

In the real number system, if a number is not a rational number, it must be an 

irrational number. 

As stated before, there are a couple different ways to look at proofs by 

contradiction. In proving compound statements by contradiction we will begin 

with our original P statement and negate our Q statement. We will attempt to 

prove this directly and arrive at two statements that contradict each other, C˄~C. 

We assumed that Q was false or ~Q was true. The contradiction shows that ~Q 

was actually false and our original Q statement must be true. This means that 

P→Q is true. 

Let us prove by contradiction that if m,n ε		Z,	then m2‐4n  2.	  

Prove:		If m,n ε		Z,	then m2‐4n  2.	
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Proof:	

15  Suppose	this	proposition	is	false.	This	means	that		m,n ε		Z,	but m2‐4n  2	

is	false.	If m,n ε		Z,	then m2‐4n  2.		

15.1  m2‐4n  2	

15.2  m2	 	4n 2	 Addition	Property	of	Equality	

15.3  m2	 	2 2n 1 ,	which	means	that	m2	is	even.	Since	m2	is	even,	then	m	is	

also	even	by	 10 .	So	m	 	2k	for	some	k	ε	Z.	

15.4  2k 2‐4n	 	2		 Substitution	

15.5  4k2‐4n	 	2	 Multiplication	

15.6  2k2‐2n	 	1	 Division	

15.7  2 k2‐n 	 	1	 Factoring	

15.8  We	have	arrived	at	a	contradiction.	We	know	that	1	is	not	an	even	

number.	The	assumption	that	our	proposition	was	false	is	incorrect.	Our	

original	proposition	is	true.	

∴	If m,n ε		Z,	then m2‐4n  2.		 ∎	 	

	 Proofs by contradiction can be somewhat confusing. We have proven by 

contradiction that If m,n ε		Z,	then m2‐4n  2. We attempted to show the 

proposition was false, but came to a contradiction in (15.7). We were wrong to 

assume that our proposition was false. Therefore, our proposition was true. 	
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 Let us prove by contradiction that if 3n 2 is even, then n is even, where n 

is an integer. In this situation, we are going to assume that n is odd. 

Prove:		If	3n 2	is	even,	then	n	is	even,	n	ε	Z.	

Proof:	

16  	3n 2	 	2k		 3n 2	is	even	for	some	k	ε	Z	 	

16.1  3 2m 1 2	 	2k	 n	is	odd,	m	ε	Z	 	

16.2  6m 3 2	 	2k		 Multiplication	of	Polynomials	

16.3  6m	 4 1 2k	 Simplify/Expansion	

16.4  2 3m 2 1 2k	 Factoring	 	

16.5  We	have	found	a	contradiction.	3n 2	cannot	be	odd	and	even.	n	cannot	

be	odd.	

∴ If	3n 2	is	even,	then	n	is	even.		 ∎	 	

 The indirect method of proof by contradiction is a great deal like the direct 

method. The only difference is where we start and what we are looking for. We 

still begin in the same fashion and progress in a step by step manner until we 

arrive at a contradiction. This section is now concluded and we move on to 

proofs by contraposition and induction. 
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Proofs by Contraposition 

In number theory, completing a proof by contraposition is quite useful. A 

direct proof using an “if-then” statement is in the general form of P→Q. A proof by 

contraposition is of the form ~Q→~P. When translated to English, it is read, if not 

Q, then not P. We are negating the P and Q statements of the if/then statements 

and then switching them. The reason why this is acceptable is because P→Q is 

logically equivalent to ~Q→~P. 

 Let us begin with a simple proof by contraposition. Prove by contraposition 

that if x2 is odd, then x is odd. We need to be very careful when negating the 

statements and translate them correctly. First, let us translate the P statement. x2 

is odd becomes x2 is not odd, or x2 is even. Now we translate the Q statement. x 

is odd becomes x is not odd, or x is even. 

We can now transition from P→Q to ~Q→~P. Don’t forget that while 

transitioning, the if and then words remains unchanged. We now have, if x is 

even, then x2 is even. Our proof format will be similar to that of a direct proof.  

Prove:		If	x2	is	odd,	then	x	is	odd,	x	ε	Z.	

Given:		x	ε	Z,	x	 	2k	for	some	k	ε	Z	
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Proof:	

17  	x2	

17.1  	 2k 2		 Given	 	

17.2  	2k∙2k		 Multiplication	 	

17.3  	2 2k2 		 Associative	Property	of	Multiplication	 	

17.4  	2 m 		 m	ε	Z	where	m	 	2k2	 	

∴	By	contraposition,	if	x2	is	odd,	then	x	is	odd.		 ∎	 	

 By glancing at this proof, we can see that it is very simple and 

straightforward. There will be proofs given in a P→Q format that will not be easy 

to prove or that may not make very much sense. In cases like those it can be 

simpler or more practical to prove by contraposition. In (17) we proved that if x is 

even, then x2 is even, or ~Q→~P. By contraposition, since ~Q→~P is logically 

equivalent to P→Q, we have proven that if x2 is odd, then x is odd. 

 Prove by contraposition that if x2‐6x 5 is even, then x is odd where x ε Z. 

Our P statement is x2‐6x 5 is even and our Q statement is x is odd. Negating P 

we get x2‐6x 5 is not even. Negating Q we get x is not odd. Making this clear, ~P 

becomes x2‐6x 5 is odd and ~Q becomes x is even. ~Q→~P is translate to, if x 

is even, then x2‐6x 5 is odd. 

Prove:		If	x2‐6x 5	is	even,	then	x	is	odd.	

Given:		Let	x	be	an	even	integer,	i.e.,	x	 	2k	for	some	k	ε	Z	
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Proof:	

18  	x2‐6x 5	

18.1  	 2k 2‐6 2k 5		 Substitution			 	

18.2  	2k∙2k‐6 2k 5		 Multiplication	 	

18.3  	2 2k2 ‐2 6k 2 2 1									Factoring/Comm.	Property	of	Multiplication	

18.4  	2 2k2‐6k 2 1		 Factoring	 	

18.5  	2 m 	 1		 m	ε	Z	such	that	m	 	2k2‐6k 2	 	

∴	By	contraposition,	if	x2‐6x 5	is	even,	then	x	is	odd.		 ∎	 	

 Something that needs to be pointed out is in steps (18.2) and (18.3). In 

step (18.2) the term 5 was transformed into 2 2 1 in step (18.3). The reason for 

doing this was to get it in a form similar to an odd number that we have used 

previously. This had to be done in order to factor out a 2 with 1 left over to show 

that x2‐6x 5	was odd in our proof by contraposition. While splitting up a number 

may be very simple, it can be an invaluable skill to have when proving 

statements. 

 Prove by contraposition that if m and n are integers and mn is even, then 

m is even or n is even. Our P statement is if m and n are integers and mn is 

even. We need to pay close attention to the words “and” and “or.” When negating 

the statement, and will change to or and vice versa. Negating our P statement we 

get, m or n are not integers or mn is odd. The same goes when negating our Q 
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statement which gives us, m is odd and n is odd. ~Q→~P translates to, if m is 

odd and n is odd, then m or n are not integers or mn is odd. 

Prove:		If	m	and	n	are	integers	and	mn	is	even,	then	m	is	even	or	n	is	even.	

Given:		Suppose	m	is	an	odd	integer	and	n	is	an	odd	integer,	then	m	 	2k 1,	n	 	

2p 1,	for	some	k,	p	ε	Z.	

Proof:	

19  	We	need	to	show	that	mn	is	odd	

19.1  	 2k 1 2p 1 		 Definition	of	Odd	Integer	 	

19.2  	2k∙2p 2k 2p 1		 Multiplication	 	

19.3  	2 2kp k p 1		 Factoring	 	

19.4  	2q 1		 For	Some	q	ε	Z	where	q	 	2kp k p	 	

∴	By	contraposition,	if	m	and	n	are	integers	and	mn	is	even,	then	m	is	even	or	n	is	

even.		 ∎	 	

 One key item in this proof is the ~P statement which reads, then m or n 

are not integers or mn is odd. We should keep in mind that the word or is 

repeated twice. This means that we only need to come to the conclusion that m 

or n are not integers, mn is odd, or both. In this case it was much simpler to 

prove that mn is odd. This concludes our section on proofs by contraposition 

involving number theory. 
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Proofs by Mathematical Induction 

 When proving by induction we follow a series of simple steps. Let us use n 

ε N as a variable for induction. We will (1) show n	 	1 is true, (2) assume n	 	k is 

true, and (3) prove that n	 	k	 	1 is true. Prove by induction that n	ε	N, 32n‐1 is 

divisible by 8, or 32n‐1	 	8m for some m	ε	N. Our first step is to show that 32n‐1 is 

divisible by 8 by giving n a value. In the first step we are going to let n	 	1 and 

solve. 

Let	n	 	1,	then	32n‐1	 	32 1 ‐1	 	8.	 So,	n	 1	is	true.	 	 	 	 	 				

We have shown that 32n	‐	1 is divisible by 8 for our first case in which m was equal 

to 1. We now assume that it is true for each individual case, or n	 	k. Now we 

must show that it is true for n	 	k 1. Let us continue this proof by writing: 

Let	us	assume	true	for	n	 	k,	i.e.,	32k‐1	 	8m.	Let	us	show	it	is	also	true	for	n	 	k 1,	

i.e.,	32 k 1 ‐1	 	32k 2‐1.	 	 	 	 	 	 													

It is at this point in the method that it is important to note a very key 

concept of proving by induction. We are trying to manipulate the expression that 

we get when we substitute n for k+1. When manipulating the expression we are 

trying to get to a point where we can see our assumption. That is, we are 

manipulating the expression to come to 32k
 - 1 so that we may substitute in our 

assumption, 8m.  

	32k32‐1		 Product	of	Powers	Property	 	
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	32k32‐9 8		 Expansion	 	

	9 32k‐1 8		 Factoring	 	

	9 8m 8		 Substitution	of	Assumption	 	

	8 9m 8		 Commutative	Property	of	Multiplication	 	

	8 9m 1 		 Factoring	 	

	8p		 For	some	p	ε	Z	where	p	 	9m 1	 	

∴	32n‐1	is	divisible	by	8.		 ∎	

We have now proven by induction that 32n‐1 is divisible by 8. Let us properly 

show the proof in its entirety. 

Prove	by	mathematical	induction	that	32n‐1	is	divisible	by	8.	

Proof:	

20  Let	n	 	1,	then	32n‐1	 	32 1 ‐1	 	8.	Hence,	32 1 ‐1	 	8m	for	some	m	ε	Z.	

20.1  Let	us	assume	true	for	all	n	 	k,	i.e.,		m	ε	Z	∍	32k‐1	 	8m		

20.2  Let	us	show	it	is	also	true	for	n	 	k 1,	i.e.,		m	ε	Z	∍	32 k 1 ‐1	 	8p.		

Now	simplifying,	we	get	

20.3  32 k 1 ‐1	

20.4  	32k 2‐1	 Distributive	Property	 Multiplication	over	addition 	 	

20.5  	32k32‐1		 Product	of	Powers	Property	 	
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20.6  	32k32‐9 8		 Expansion	 	

20.7  	9 32k‐1 8		 Factoring	 	

20.8  	9 8m 8		 Substitution	of	Assumption	 	

20.9  	8 9m 8		 Commutative	Property	of	Multiplication	 	

20.10  	8 9m 1 		 Factoring	 	

20.11  	8p		 p	ε	Z	∍	p	 	9m 1	 	

∴	32n‐1	is	divisible	by	8.		 ∎	 	

	 This is what the format of a proof by induction should look like. This 

method may seem like a lot of work and arithmetic, but proving by induction can 

be one of the simplest and most straightforward methods of proving. Let us 

continue and attempt to prove more statements using the induction method. 

Prove	by	induction	that	1 2 3 … n	 	 ,	n	 	1,	n	ε	Z .	

Proof:	

21  	1 2 3 … n	 	 	

21.1  Let	n	 	1,	then	1	 		 	by	substitution.	1	 	1,	so,	for	n	 	1,	the	

statement	holds	true.	 	 				

21.2  Let	us	assume	true	for	all	n	 	k,	i.e.,	1 2 3 … k	 	 	

21.3  Let	us	show	it	is	also	true	for	n	 	k 1,	i.e.,	1 2 3 … k k 1 	 	

	or	 	
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Now	simplifying,	we	get	

21.4  1 2 3 … k k 1 	

21.5  	 k 1 		 Substitution	 	

21.6  	 		

21.7  	 		 		 	 	

21.8  	 	 		 Factoring	 	

∴	1 2 3 … n	 	 .		 ∎	 	

	 The main thing that should get our attention is substituting the assumption 

into step (24.9). We took the first part of the assumption in step (21.5) which is 

1 2 3 … k, then we substituted it into (21.8) and replaced it with . After 

the substitution occurs, we continue manipulating the expression until we get the 

desired result. 

Prove	by	induction	that	12 22 32 … n2	 	 ,	n	 	1	∍	n	ε	Z . 

Proof:	

22 	Start	with	12 22 32 … n2	 	 	and	let	n	 	1.	12	 	 	

by	substitution.	1	 	1,	so,	for	n	 	1,	the	statement	holds.	

22.1  Let	us	assume	true	for	all	n	 	k,	i.e.,	12 22 32 … k2	 	 	
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22.2  Let	us	show	it	is	also	true	for	n	 	k 1,	i.e.,	12 22 32 … k2 k 1 2	 	

	or	 	

22.3  12 22 32 … k2 k 1 2	

Simplifying	algebraically,	we	get	

22.4  	 	 k 1 2		 Substitution	 	

22.5  	 	 2 1	

22.6  	 	 	

22.7  	 	 		 	 	

22.8  	 	 		 Factoring	 	

22.9  	 	 		 Factoring	 	

∴	12 22 32 … n2	 	 .		 ∎	 	

	 There is a great deal of arithmetic involved in this proof. In most cases 

when proving, it is unnecessary to show every individual step. Most professors 

and mathematical literary works will skip steps as it is basic arithmetic or algebra 

and is expected that the reader already understands the steps involved. For 

instance, in steps (22.10) through (22.14), we distributed, combined like terms, 

and factored. This was done so that we may be able to fully understand what 

was happening during the transformation. We will continue to show all steps in 

this thesis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MATRIX ALGEBRA 

Introduction to Matrix Algebra 

In Chapter 3 we will be analyzing already proven statements that involve 

matrices. A matrix is a rectangular array of elements arranged in rows and 

columns. Matrices are represented by uppercase letters. An example of this 

would be matrix A, not matrix a. An m	x	n  matrix A is organized into m rows and 

n columns. These rows and columns are considered to be the dimensions of a 

matrix. If matrix A has 3 rows and 2 columns, then the matrix has dimensions of 3 

x	2. All matrices and their dimensions are represented by the form 	 	  in this 

thesis. The elements in each matrix are represented by their relative position 

inside the matrix. An example of a 2	x	2 matrix is given below. 

A	 			5 7
3 4

 

The position in a row is identified by the variable i. In the matrix above you 

have the numbers 5 and 7 in the first row. For the position of 5, i = 1 and for the 

position of 3, i = 2. This is because 5 is in the first row and 3 is in the second. 

The position in a column is identified by the variable j. For the position of 7, j	 	2 
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and for the position of 4, j	 	2. They have the same value for j	because they are 

both in the same column. 

To identify a specific element inside a matrix we cannot use the original 

notation of the matrix in its entirety. We will be looking at an individual element in 

matrix A. The form for an individual element includes its position and is shown as 

, 	 	
or simply , . The way to represent the element of 5 in matrix A would 

be , . 

 

Direct Proofs 

 In this section we will be proving statements involving matrices. The 

proofs will follow the same format as the direct method and will not require any 

substitutions. In previous proofs we used an equal sign to show the 

transformation of the expressions. When it comes to matrices, this will not always 

be the case. Let us begin by proving the commutative property of addition with 

matrices. 

Prove:		A,	B	same	size	matrices,	A B	 	B A.	

Given:		A	 	 aij ,	B	 	 bij 	
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Proof:	

23  	A B	

23.1  	 aij bij 		 Given	 	

23.2  	 a b ij		 Definition	of	Matrix	Addition,	i,j	 	

23.3  	 b a ij		 Commutative	Property	of	R,	i,j	 	

23.4  	 bij aij 		 Definition	of	Matrix	Addition,	i,j	 	

23.5  	B A		 Given	

	∴	A B	 	B A.		 ∎	 	

 By the above, we have proven that matrices are commutative under 

addition. It is important to note that matrices can only be added if they have the 

same size. In matrix addition, corresponding elements of matrices are added. If a 

matrix has two rows and three columns, it cannot be added to a matrix with two 

rows and 5 columns because the second matrix has additional elements that 

don’t correspond with elements in the first matrix. This is why we assume that the 

matrices are the same size in the previous proof. Otherwise, they cannot be 

added.  

 We are now going to prove that adding two matrices and then multiplying 

the result by an arbitrary scalar, denoted by , equals to multiplying the individual 

matrices by the arbitrary scalar  first, then adding the sum of these two products. 

Let us prove that  A B 	 	A B.  
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Prove:   A B 	 	A B,	A,	B	same	size	matrices	and	some	ε	R. 

Given:		A	 	 aij ,	B	 	 bij 	

Proof:	

24   A B  

24.1   aij bij 		 Given	 	

24.2   aij bij 		 Definition	of	Scalar	Multiplication,	i,j	 	

24.3  aijbij  Distributive	Property	of	R,	i,j 

24.4  aijbij Definition	of	Matrix	Addition,	i,j 

24.5  AB		 Given	 	

∴	 A B 	 	A B.  ∎  

As we can see, this proof is very similar to our previous proof. Before we 

begin our next proof we must review necessary information about matrix 

multiplication. Unlike matrix addition, matrix multiplication does not require that 

both matrices be the same size. Also, elements in one matrix will not be 

multiplied by their corresponding elements in the second matrix. The product of 

two matrices AB is defined if the number of columns of A equals the number of 

rows of B	(Bronson, Page 9). 

If we have matrix A with size of 5	x	3 and matrix B with size of 3	x	6, then 

the product of AB is defined. If the product of AB is defined, then the resultant 
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matrix will have the same number of rows as A and the same number of columns 

as B (Bronson, Page 10), or a 5	x	6 matrix. We will now finish off the proofs of this 

section by proving that a matrix will distribute over addition, or A B C 	 	AB AC. 

Prove:		A B C 	 	AB AC,	Anxn,	Bnxn,	Cnxn.	

Given:		A	 	 aij ,	B	 	 bij ,	C	 	 cij ,	and	 dij 	 	 bij cij 	

Proof:	

25  	A B C 	

25.1  	 aij bij cij 		 Given	 	

25.2  	 aij bij cij 		 Definition	of	Matrix	Addition	 	

25.3  	 aij dij 		 Given	 	

25.4  ∑ 	 	 		 Definition	of	Matrix	Multiplication	 	

25.5  ∑ 	 	 		 Given	 	

25.6  ∑ 	 	 		 Distributive	Property	of	R	 	

25.7  ∑ ∑ 	 		 	 		 Property	of	Summations	 								

25.8  	 aij bij aij cij 		 Definition	of	Matrix	Multiplication	 	

25.9  	AB AC		 Given	 	

∴	A B C 	 	AB AC.		 ∎								
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CHAPTER V 

GEOMETRY 

Introduction to Geometry 

In our fourth chapter, we will be analyzing previously proven statements 

involving geometry. We will be focusing on the direct method of proving.  In order 

for us to begin looking at proofs involving geometry, there are a few concepts 

and bits of information that we must have before starting. 

In this section we will be using shapes such as triangles and circles. Our 

triangles will be represented by the symbol  and will contain the vertices given 

after the symbol. For example, ABC	is represented in figure (5.1) below.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1. A representation of a general triangle ABC	is represented. 

 

The three vertices are A, B, and C in ABC.	The angles in our proofs and figures 

will be denoted by the symbol ∠. Examples of our angles in figure (5.1) are:   

A

B	 C	
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∠A,	∠B, and ∠C. We will be representing the edges of our triangles by using 

vertices that are the endpoints of the sides, eg. AB, BC, and CA. Our left side 

would be AB, our base would be BC, and our right side would be CA. Keep in 

mind that the order in which the name of the edges is written does not matter, eg. 

AB 	BA, BC 	CB, and CA 	AC. Our line segments will be represented in the 

same fashion. This finishes the information needed in order to analyze the final 

proof section of this thesis. 

 

Direct Proofs 

 In this section we will be analyzing already proven statements involving 

geometry. We will be looking at proofs that used the direct method. If we are 

given a triangle ABC	and there is a point D inside this triangle, prove that AB BC	

	AD DC. Figure (5.2) below gives a diagram of what this triangle looks like. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2. A triangle ABC	and a point D inside this triangle. 

  

Axiom	13:		The	shortest	distance	between	any	two	points	is	a	straight	line. 

B

A	 C

D
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Common sense would tell us, “of course AB BC	 	AD DC.” The shortest 

distance between two points is a straight line. AD DC is closer to being a straight 

line than AB BC, so it must be a shorter distance. Even with this logic, we must 

still prove it properly. For this proof we are going to continue the segment AD until 

it reaches BC. The two segments intersect at point E in figure (5.3) as shown 

below. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3. A triangle ABC	and a line segment continuing through point D to 

intersect the opposite side of ∠A. 

	

Prove:		AB BC	 	AD DC.	

Proof:	

26  	AB BC	

26.1  	AB BE EC		 Substitution	

26.2  AB BE EC	 	AE EC		 Axiom	13	

26.3  AE EC	 	AD DE EC		 Substitution	

26.4  AD DE EC	 	AD DC		 Axiom	13	

B

A	 C

D

E
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∴	AB BC	 	AD DC.		 ∎	

In step (26.1) we expanded the segment BC into its parts BE and EC. This 

was done so that we may use the point E as a reference in future steps. Using 

point E, we are able to substitute the line segments that make up AE and BC to 

aid us in proving that AB BC	 	AD DC. In step (26.2) we made the transition 

from  to . It is necessary to transition from  to 	in our proof because we are 

trying to show that		AB BC	 	AD DC	and not that		AB BC	 	AD DC. During the 

process of proving the statement we had to make the transition in one of our 

steps. In step (26.3) we expanded AE into its parts AD and DE just like we did in 

step (26.1) In step (26.4) we made the final transition from  to  in order to 

show that AB BC	 	AD DC. Using the knowledge that the shortest distance 

between two points is a straight line, we were able to use point E as a reference 

throughout the proof. 

The Pythagorean Theorem states that a2 b2	 	c2	and in our next proof we 

will be analyzing one of the ways to prove the Pythagorean Theorem using 

proportions. Note that a and b are legs of a right triangle and c is the hypotenuse 

of a right triangle.  A ABC is inscribed in a circle using the diameter as the base 

of the triangle and a vertex is on the circle. Thales’ Semicircle Inscribed Angle 

Theorem states that any angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle. What this 

tells us is that ABC is a right triangle and ∠BCA is the right angle. We will also 

construct the altitude from the vertex C to the hypotenuse of this triangle which 
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will create two right triangles within ABC	that are similar to each other as well as 

the original right triangle ABC. This means that a ratio of any two sides of any 

one of our right triangles will be equal to the ratio of corresponding sides of 

another one of our similar right triangles. Figure (5.4) represents this diagram 

below. 

 

Fig. 5.4. A circle with an inscribed right triangle. 

 

C

A	B	
D

h

y	x

a
b

c
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In figure (5.4) DCB	and	ABC are similar, x = BD, y = AD, and c = AB. If 

these two triangles are similar, then the following is true: 

 	 	 , or a2	 	xc	by	Multiplicative	Property	of	Equality	

	 Also, in figure (5.4) DCA and ABC are similar. If these two triangles are 

similar, then the following are also true: 

 	 , or b2	 	cy	by	Multiplicative	Property	of	Equality	

Using this information, we will now complete our proof. 

Prove:		The	Pythagorean	Theorem,	or	a2 b2	 	c2.	

Proof:	

27  	a2 b2	

27.1  	xc cy		 Substitution	 	

27.2  	c x y 		 Factoring	 	

27.3  	c∙c		 Substitution	 	

27.4  	c2		 Property	of	Squares	 	

∴	a2 b2	 	c2.		 ∎	 	

This proof is very similar to our previous proofs. We used Thales’ 

Theorem and the direct method to prove the Pythagorean Theorem. We used 

information that came from our proportions and substituted it in for a2 and b2. In 
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step (27.2) we factored out a c in order to get x y. If we look at Figure (5.4) we 

can see that x and y make up c or the base of ABC. We substituted in c for x y 

and in step (27.4) this gives us c2.  

For our final proof of this thesis, we will prove that if you add any two side 

lengths of a triangle, it must be larger than the third side length of the same 

triangle. We will use ABC and extend BA past A to vertex D. We extended BA 

past A to form a line segment AD that is equal to the length of AC. This forms an 

isosceles triangle ACD. Figure (5.5) represents the diagram below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.5. A triangle with one side extended to create an additional isosceles 

triangle.	

	

D

C

A

B
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Axiom	14:		A	greater	side	of	a	triangle	is	opposite	a	greater	angle.	

Prove:		The	sum	of	any	two	side	lengths	of	any	triangle	is	larger	than	the	side	length	

of	its	third	side.	

Proof:	

28  	∠ADC	 	∠ACD		 Definition	of	Isosceles	Triangle	

28.1  ∠BCD	 	∠BDC		 Axiom	14	

28.2  BD	 	BC	

28.3  BD	 	BA AD	

28.4  BD	 	BA AC		 Substitution	

∴	BA AC	 	BC,	AC BC	 	BA,	and	BA BC	 	AC.		 ∎	 	

This proof doesn’t start like the other proofs that we’ve done. Usually we 

would start on the left side of an equivalence or equation and work towards 

transforming it to become the right side. There are three cases in this situation 

and they are all similar. This is why we choose to complete this proof in the 

fashion that we did.  

We start off the proof by identifying the two congruent angles that make up 

the isosceles triangle in step (28). We know that ∠BCD	 	∠BDC because ∠BCD 

includes ∠ACD which is congruent to ∠BDC and also contains ∠BCA. This is the 

reasoning behind step (28.1). Step (28.2) states that BD	 	BC. This is because	

∠BCD	 	∠BDC, which means that their opposite sides hold the inequality. 
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Steps (28.3) and (28.4) show the congruence between AD and AC. Since 

∠BCD	 	∠BDC,	it	means	that	BA AC	 	BC.	We need to remember what we said 

earlier, which is that a side opposite the greater or greatest angle is the greater 

or greatest side. If ∠BCD contains ∠ACD and ∠BCA, it contains opposite lengths of 

sides BA and AD. AD is congruent to AC, therefore BA AC	 	BC. To prove the 

summations of the other sides would be done in an almost identical fashion. 

 

Caveat and Conclusion 

At the beginning of this thesis it was mentioned that proofs can be written 

in different ways. An alternative way to write a complete proof is to write the proof 

in paragraph form instead of writing it in the format we have used for this thesis. 

There are different ways to prove statements in the content areas within 

mathematics. We should now have a very good understanding on the format of 

different methods and what is to be expected when proving statements. We have 

analyzed proofs using truth tables, the direct method, contraposition, 

contradiction, and mathematical induction.  May this thesis give you confidence 

and help prepare you for what lies ahead in your pursuit of knowledge. 
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